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Safety features and the degree of safety expected of dual-mode systems are reviewed. Some of the inherent advantages and disadvantages of dual-mode transportation are also outlined. Possible categories of vehicle safety are defined to aid in developing measures of collision survivability in terms of human tolerance. The available analytical tools for crashworthiness prediction are discussed, and the type of parameter studies that can be performed with computer programs of simplified simulation models are suggested. The importance of energy-absorption devices and impact energy management concepts is emphasized so that optimum design conditions can be attained. Finally, a review is made of some biomechanics dynamic models useful for the assessment of injury potential.

The increase in automobile population and automobile use during the past decade combined with a corresponding decline in the use of public transportation has resulted in a severe strain on urban road and highway systems. The resulting traffic congestion has produced increased air pollution, travel times, and fuel consumption. The reduction in public transportation services in urban areas has resulted in a decreased mobility for the young, elderly, poor, and handicapped who cannot drive or purchase an automobile. The conventional solution to traffic congestion is to construct new highways and increase the number of lanes of existing highways. This approach has not proved to be successful in urban areas and has frequently resulted in an increase in traffic congestion. Constructing new highways or widening existing highways is extremely expensive in terms of construction costs, land acquisition costs, and social and economic disruptions in urban communities.

The dual-mode and personal rapid transit system concepts offer another option for increasing the flow of people and goods. At the same time they provide the safety and convenience of the automobile and do not require excessive amounts of land and extensive new road construction. The use of automatic control of vehicles could result in a sevenfold increase in the capacity of a lane of traffic as discussed below. Two lanes of a dual-mode operation would provide the equivalent service of a 14-lane highway.

Highway capacity is currently limited by the driver's perception of his or her ability to detect an emergency condition and take appropriate corrective action. Figure 1 shows the relation between vehicle speed and vehicle density for a simplified model of driver behavior. This model assumes that the vehicle acceleration is a function of the difference between the maximum speed a driver would travel on a given road and the distance and closing velocity between the vehicle and the one in front of it. The parameter \( a \) is a driver caution factor that could depend on road conditions, weather conditions, or world tensions. Experimental data indicate that the curve for \( a = 4 \) is a good approximation for freeway driving. The California highway rule recommends a separation of one car length for each 10-mph (16-km/h) speed increment.

As shown in Figure 2, this decrease in speed as a function of traffic density results in a maximum throughput of the highway lane for \( a = 4 \). The maximum capacity is about 2000 automobiles/hour at an average speed of 30 mph (48 km/h). An attempt to increase the number of automobiles on the road will result in a further decrease in speed and a decrease in the net flow of traffic. Above this critical density the traffic flow becomes unstable with stop-and-go driving conditions, resulting in further decreases in throughput and increased likelihood of low-speed accidents due to traffic congestion.

Current efforts toward metering of freeway traffic by control of on-ramps and in some cases traffic control signals interrupting traffic flow are directed toward keeping lane densities below this critical value.

In dual-mode operation the computer that controls the vehicle would have sufficient knowledge of the current and planned changes in the trajectories of the vehicles in front of another vehicle to permit headways closer than could be permitted were there a human operator. The close control of speed would permit headways approaching zero without risk of collision. The dual-mode system could therefore have potentially the speed throughput relation shown in Figure 2, making travel speed independent of density.

The dual-mode vehicle operating on its own guideway provides some strong potentials for improved highway safety.

1. Head-on collisions are impossible.
2. Human error (or vehicle operation by drivers under the influence of drugs or alcohol) is eliminated.
3. The computer can anticipate events that are miles ahead of the vehicle and take corrective action in a controlled and programmable fashion, thus eliminating surprises and near misses.
4. Vehicles are inspected regularly, and maintenance is under central control.

* When this research was performed, Mr. Rossettos was associated with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Northeastern University, Boston.
The engineers concerned with the safety of such a system have asked the questions: What happens if something goes wrong? If there is a failure of a component in the control system, what is the likelihood of a collision? If the collision can occur, what injury will it produce? The permissible headways and component reliabilities are directly related to the crashworthiness of the vehicle.

Accordingly, Transportation Systems Center is conducting for the Urban Mass Transportation Administration design trade-off studies to evaluate the significant parameters affecting vehicle crashworthiness. The basic requirements for vehicle crashworthiness are that:

1. The vehicle be able to sustain low-speed impacts (under 10 mph, 16 km/h) with no occupant injury or functional damage,
2. The vehicle provide the occupant with injury protection at least equivalent to the automobile, and
3. Overall system safety be at least equivalent to transit system standards and experience.

While operating off the guideway, the vehicle must also conform to highway safety standards.

This paper reviews some of the parameters relevant to this study and the status of the analytic tools to be applied in predicting dual-mode crashworthiness.

INFLUENCE OF HEADWAY ON VEHICLE IMPACT VELOCITIES

If an obstacle were to be introduced on the guideway and the maximum deceleration under emergency conditions was 0.34 g (11 ft/sec², 3.4 m/s²), the minimum warning that a dual-mode vehicle traveling at 60 mph (96.6 km/h) would require to permit stopping with no impact velocity is:

\[
h = \frac{V^2}{2g} = \frac{88^2}{2 \times 3.4} = 352 \text{ ft}
\]

If there were a delay in detecting the obstacle and activating the vehicle emergency-braking system, the impact velocity would be given by:

\[
V_f^2 = (88^2) - 22h
\]

so that, if the emergency-braking system was activated at a distance of 175 ft (53.6 m) from the obstacle, the impact velocity would be 62.2 ft/sec (19 m/s) or 42.4 mph (68.2 km/h). If the braking system was activated at 350 ft (106.7 m), the impact velocity would be 6.6 ft/sec (2 m/s) or 4.5 mph (7.2 km/h).

For a 20-ft (6.1-m) automobile length, a requirement that the headway be greater than this emergency stopping distance (i.e., 352 ft, 107.3 m) would result in a requirement of 18 automobile lengths between vehicles compared to the 6 automobile lengths proposed by the California highway rule. Human drivers can operate at shorter headways, must reproduce or improve on the degree of safety that is expected for the automobile, the definitions of safety in terms of past research for automotive vehicles must, at the least, be adopted in DMS crashworthiness studies. The vast amount of work that has already been carried out for automobile and rail vehicles (1, 2, 3, 4) has given rise to analytical simulation models that have proved to be important aids in the prediction of vehicle crashworthiness. The availability of such tools can also be useful for DMS studies. The more recent possibility of using scale-model crash testing should also form an important adjunct to such studies.

The crashworthiness of dual-mode vehicles must be designed so that it may accept controlled collision possibilities and be useful in delineating possible categories of vehicle safety that can be used in conjunction with various design and automatic control strategies. For convenience, the following qualitative categories can be defined: operational (no injury or damage), operational (no injury, minor damage), and safe (no fatalities, minor injury, nonoperational damage). Trade-off studies, using computer simulation models, can allow a more quantitative separation of these levels. Collisions at different speed ranges will be associated with the above...
Figure 1. Speed of single lane of traffic versus vehicle density.

\[ \frac{V_0}{V_{ol}} = \left(\frac{A - \beta}{A - \beta_0}\right)^{\frac{(A - 1)}{1 - L_a (\gamma - \beta_0)}} \left(\frac{\beta_1}{\beta_1 - L_a (\gamma - \beta_0)}\right)^{\frac{B - 1}{B - L_a (\gamma - \beta_0)}} \]

\[ \alpha = \text{Driver Caution Factor} \]

Figure 2. Traffic speed as a function of traffic flow rate.
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\[ \frac{V_0}{V_{ol}} = \alpha \]

**\( \alpha \)** corresponds approximately to combined data obtained from various studies by Bureau of Public Roads, Highway Capacity Manual, 1965
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categories, which may or may not include passenger-restraint devices. Now, research and tests by human volunteers (6) indicate that deceleration levels as high as 35 \( g \) can be tolerated by humans under proper restraints and no impacts from sharp edges or packages. Automobile tests of adequately restrained bodies indicate tolerable acceleration levels as high as 35 mph (56.3 km/h) for frontal collisions with fixed objects; 10 mph (16.1 km/h) for side collisions with a tree or utility pole; and 25 mph (40.2 km/h) for side collisions with similar size vehicles.

This discussion indicates the particular importance of energy-absorption devices for optimum energy management to allow reduction of peak \( g \) levels. For instance, by increasing the impact deflection via appropriate crush devices, peak \( g \) levels can be decreased, and, together with selective use of several levels of energy absorption in the vehicle design, a nearly constant acceleration could well be attained. The various safety levels alluded to must necessarily be derived by properly correlating injury criteria with the vehicle structural response, which can be calculated by using appropriate analytic tools to perform parameter studies.

In design trade-off studies by the Transportation Sys-
1. Bumper and energy absorber deformation characteristics (i.e., in terms of force levels and stroke lengths),
2. Relative locations of absorbers and large masses,
3. Restraint systems and biomechanics parameters (i.e., peak g levels tolerable), and
4. Overall allowable vehicle crush distances.

The available analytical tools used to conduct these studies are described in the next section.

ANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR CRASHWORTHINESS PREDICTION

In recent years various simulation programs have been developed to model the dynamic structural response under vehicle impact conditions. The models vary from the simple ones that give only average features of the overall response to the complex ones that provide greater detail in the response. Limited success has been achieved by using simplified spring-mass configurations with nonlinear resistances modeled by means of individual or group-component testing or other available information (7, 8, 9, 10, 11). Good overall agreement with vehicle-impact tests has shown that such simple models can be used successfully for specific configurations in conjunction with engineering judgment. In many cases they will be sufficient where "ball-park" predictions will serve to clarify the alternatives in any decision involving designs and standards. As will be discussed later, any dynamic response or crashworthiness analysis or both will serve to yield information helpful toward the identification of significant parameters that would allow extrapolation of available crash test data and the judicious planning of future tests; correlation with injury criteria in the development of safety limits and design standards; and proper design for energy absorption to optimize energy management during impact.

Of the simplified spring-mass models, representatives are the Tani-Emori (7) and the Kamal (8) models. In the Tani-Emori barrier impact model, there are two masses and four nonlinear resistive elements that represent gross structural properties. The model is capable of establishing general trends, and good correlation with test results of peak-body deceleration has been shown to be within 10 percent. In the Kamal model, there are three masses and eight nonlinear resistive elements. Masses represent the passenger compartment, engine transmission unit, and engine cross member. The resistances are determined experimentally by crushing gross vehicle components quasi-statically. In addition, an empirical strain rate correction factor is used in the program. The model can be used to perform parameter studies for existing designs and to predict general vehicle behavior (average values of acceleration are predicted). Good correlation with test results has been shown for body displacement and velocity.

A larger spring-mass model that can handle a greater number of parameters is embodied in the Battelle computer simulation program (9, 10). The Battelle model, shown in Figure 6 (10), handles collinear vehicle-to-vehicle as well as vehicle-to-barrier impact conditions. It can include 4 masses and as many as 35 nonlinear resistances in the form of elastoplastic springs, hydraulic energy absorber elements, and viscous dampers. The load deformation characteristics are obtained from theoretical or experimental data or both. An empirical strain rate correction factor is also included in the program. Rebound characteristics are programmed into the model for the purpose of handling impact between vehicles of different sizes in aggressiveness studies. This aspect of the program has yet to be checked out. The model has shown good simulation ability and in its present form is a useful tool for predicting general and specific behavior; for making preliminary evaluations and comparisons of vehicle energy-absorption devices; and for aiding in planning and evaluating crash tests.

With regard to the Battelle FMCCM model simulation ability, predicted values of peak vehicle crush using FMCCM runs fall close to a median line (Road Research Laboratory data curve) for a large variety of current production automobiles (Figure 7). Also, good correlation is indicated for predicted engine deceleration/time response for an FMCCM run and an experimental result obtained by Emori and Tani (7).

The next step in complexity for analytical simulation models involves the frame models (12, 13, 14, 15, 16). The Calspan model (12), which represents the earliest development in this regard, is applicable to two-dimensional frame structures. It is essentially a finite-element model with straight-beam elements, lumped masses at nodes, and localized plastic hinges at pre-selected nodes. The program is operational and at present can be useful for simple front frame and bumper configurations (Figure 8).

The 3-D TSC model (13), being developed at the Transportation Systems Center, can be regarded as a three-dimensional extension of the Calspan model in the sense that the assumptions on ideal plastic hinges and lumped masses at nodes are the same as those given by Shieh (12). The analysis and computer implementation of the TSC model are more heavily based on finite-element techniques (17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22), which are being used to also include lumped parameter elements in the program by means of substructuring concepts (23, 24). Another three-dimensional frame model, developed by Lockheed and referred to as KRASH (14), has been installed and is running on TSC equipment. It is, however, operational only for specific aircraft applications at the present time. Much more work is needed for these and other more complex models (15, 16) to make them operational. By and large they are still in the prototype stage and have a limited number of check cases to their credit. It appears that for the present the simplified mass-spring models, tailored specifically for dual-mode configurations, will form the initial analytical tools.

In summary, the simplified lumped parameter models are to be regarded as especially useful in making design trade-off studies in which many parameters are involved and larger models would be expensive. On the other hand, the large finite-element models are more suitable when a proposed design is studied for which parameter values are relatively fixed.

PARAMETER STUDIES AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT

By using analytical tools oriented specifically toward DMS configurations, parameter studies can be performed to yield useful data, especially during the feasibility stage of new ideas. Such studies will aid in identifying the important parameters characteristic of dual-mode vehicles and be useful in future crash testing. Standard formulation, and structural design and optimum energy management concept development. The several design parameters will be defined, among other things, with respect to (a) bumper configurations, (b) energy absorbers and their relative locations, (c) shape and orientation of structural members (i.e., frames, compartment, engine or motor mounts), (d) overall and individual mass e.g. locations (i.e., engine or motor, pas-
Figure 6. Battelle collision models.
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- $M_1$: Body-chassis mass
- $M_2$: Engine-transmission mass
- $M_3$: Front cross member and front suspension mass
- $M_4$: Bumper mass
- $EA_1$: e.g., drive line, transmission mount, and engine and firewall interface
- $EA_2$: e.g., torque box
- $EA_3$: e.g., front and sheet metal (hood, fenders)
- $EA_4$: e.g., engine mounts
- $EA_5$: e.g., front frame
- $EA_6$: e.g., engine and radiator interface
- $EA_7$: e.g., bumper and barrier face characteristics

*Any combination of up to five linear or nonlinear energy absorbers.

BARRIER IMPACT MODEL (FRONTAL COLLISION VERSION)

Figure 7. Vehicle crush as a function of impact speed.
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senger compartment, (e) weight of payload relative to structural weight, and (f) guideway elasticity.

To contribute data for purposes of defining useful measures of safety and collision survivability, other impact parameters will consider (a) permissible overall crush distances and stroke lengths of absorbers, (b) maximum acceleration levels at selected points, (c) parameters that can be used in conjunction with injury criteria related to critical body regions (i.e., head, chest, pelvis, and femurs), and (d) restraint-system characteristics.

The model studies can be made to simulate various types of collisions, which can be classified according to the following impact arrangements: (a) impact into a rigid pole or line barrier, (b) impact into a flexible pole or line barrier, and (c) impact of two simulated vehicles that are of the same size or of different sizes and are involved in bumper-to-bumper and head-on collisions.

The spring-mass models can be used in parameter studies in which stroke lengths and absorber activation forces will be design variables and the effects of different absorber characteristics and their location on peak acceleration can be evaluated.

The results of the various studies of simplified impacts between vehicles of different sizes can help in designing for least damaging aggressivity. For instance, a particular alternative might be to favor small vehicles and use different absorber force levels in each vehicle weight class. Studies can also be made to differentiate between high and low-speed impacts. For instance, in a defined "low" speed collision, the absorber will not be activated and the bumper with an auxiliary "oleo strut" device might be sufficient. It will also be possible to study the concept in which activation "multistage" absorbers can be defined to occur at certain established impact speed levels.

Proper energy management (i.e., optimum location of absorbers in the vehicle, force-deformation characteristics, proper use of restraint systems) can be instrumental in achieving safety at high-speed levels. In regard to energy-absorption devices, a general classification includes (a) innovative bumpers, (b) collapsible frames and structures, and (c) passenger-restraint systems. For high-speed collisions, devices in the second category play an important role and are discussed at length in other reports (4, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29). The parameters that define different absorbers are (a) maximum energy absorbed in a given stroke (determines the speed of impact that can be decelerated), (b) peak force in a
Figure 8. Modified automotive front frame and bumper.

Figure 9. Energy-absorber characteristics.

Figure 10. Passenger compartment waveform most beneficial to occupant.

Figure 11. Head-neck model.

Figure 12. Crash system.

Figure 13. Minimum crush distance versus vehicle weight.

Energy-absorber characteristics. The force-stroke graph shows the relationship between force and stroke, which is crucial for understanding the energy-absorbing capacity of the system. The passenger compartment waveform, Figure 10, illustrates the deceleration profile that is most beneficial to the occupant during a crash. Figure 11 presents the head-neck model, a critical component in assessing injury biomechanics. The crash system diagram, Figure 12, illustrates the dynamics involved in a collision scenario. Figure 13 shows the minimum crush distance as a function of vehicle weight, assuming various strategies for maximum acceleration and closing speed.
given stroke (leads to peak deceleration to be experienced by occupants), and (c) stroke length. The favored device attains least peak force for a given absorption energy and stroke.

A typical force-stroke curve is shown in Figure 9. The linear portion of the curve is desirable in that the jerk rate is limited. Another desirable feature is to have a substantial flat portion. Since the area under the curve equals the kinetic energy that can be absorbed, the flat part of the curve implies uniform force levels during absorption. Selection of an appropriate device depends on the application. For instance, a variable force device could provide lower stroking forces for low-speed impacts while avoiding the extremely long strokes necessary for high-speed impacts. A low initial force followed by a higher force (at longer strokes) could be achieved with a velocity-sensitive device, but it could also be achieved with multiple-stage, constant-force devices. As detailed in other reports, selection can be made from extrusion devices, material deformation devices, and friction devices. In any case, some devices can yield shorter stroke lengths for a given amount of energy, while others are more easily adapted for reusability. Both will influence DMS design. On the basis of weight and cost, crushable honeycomb appears to be the simplest, lightest, and least expensive system that can provide a constant deceleration.

BIOMECHANICS DYNAMIC MODELS AND ASSESSMENT OF INJURY

POTENTIAL

Well-defined ranges for certain parameters that will allow quantitative evaluation of passenger safety need to be developed. In this regard biomechanics dynamic models are essential so that the structural dynamic response can be related to injury criteria. As suchting, mathematical models of different aspects of the acceleration response of the human body have been developed. Some results to date have yielded the acceleration waveform for the passenger compartment most beneficial to the occupant, as shown in Figure 10. Simple studies of an articulated model of the occupant bear this out (30, 31). In a frontal impact, for a fully lap- and shoulder-belted occupant, these studies show that an early high deceleration pulse followed by a lower sustained deceleration level (Figure 10) is least damaging to the passenger. Experimental investigations have substantiated these studies. Excellent reviews on various models are given elsewhere. For instance, the mathematical model of the head and neck that is described by Martinez and others and shown in Figure 11 can be viewed as a development aimed ultimately at direct injury prediction in the sense that it simulates the body mechanism (i.e., the head-neck action) associated with the specific injury of interest, whiplash. As more definitive injury criteria are developed for this type of injury, the analytically predicted actions can be compared with injury thresholds. The head-neck model is limited to planar motions in rear collisions and to linear system characteristics.

Another highly simplified situation considers point-mass models that have been used in fundamental studies of the behavior of a restrained occupant in a frontal automobile collision (Figure 12). The evaluations of injury potential (36) were based entirely on consideration of the occupant (i.e., point mass) deceleration. The evaluations of relative injury hazards (37) were based on predictions of the velocity with which the simulated occupant would strike the vehicle interior, with consideration also given to the level of occupant deceleration produced by the restraints. These models, although simplified, can be used with analytical computer simulation of vehicle structural dynamic response to obtain useful indexes of injury.

RECENT STUDIES IN PREDICTING
OPTIMUM CRUSH CHARACTERISTICS
OF VEHICLES

An important area, being studied at the Transportation Systems Center, involves the ability to design for optimum crush characteristics of vehicles of various sizes. It is related to energy management concepts and the proper use of energy-absorption devices. For instance, depending on the strategy, lighter vehicles in a collision may require absorbers that must deform with larger crush distances than may be required by heavier vehicles. Two possible strategies are indicated in Figure 13. In strategy 1, all new vehicles should be capable of collision with a rigid 6000-lb (3629-kg) vehicle closing at 100 mph (160.9 km/h) and colliding at 50 mph (80.5 km/h) with a rigid barrier. In strategy 2, all vehicles should be capable of collision with a rigid barrier at 50 mph (80.5 km/h), and all smaller automobiles that are closing at 100 mph (160.9 km/h) and are designed to this criterion must be protected. Other trade-offs are currently under study at the Transportation Systems Center.
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